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Related to someone famous

The world's famous landmarks inspire wonder and have been celebrated for centuries. Learn more about famous landmarks like the Eiffel Tower and the Taj Mahal. Picture: Wiki Commons of the U.S. Army Every nation has at some point had an army. Even the Vatican had its own army, in
the Middle Ages and renaissance. Armies fulfill one of the most important responsibilities of any nation: to protect their citizenship from invasion. Armies are often employed for their most common non-essential purposes: invasion, but these two binary poles are not the only use of armies.
Today, troops mobilize in times of natural disasters, and they consult on infrastructure, sometimes participating in large municipal construction projects. The interstate highway system, for example, was built with USAF use in mind, hence very long straight sections long enough to use as
runways. At the head of each army are one or more generals. Some generals come and go without notice. As Teddy Roosevelt once observed, you will never know of a great general without a great war. Some people have risen in the ranks at the right time if a war can be called the right



time, and become part of the list of great generals. The more one reads on the subject, the more one observes that the thought and skills that go into being a good general are not so different from what they were thousands of years ago. Given this, it is possible to make an apples for apples
comparison of generals, regardless of the period. Answer our questions and we will take care of your skills and drive your numbers towards our list of generals, telling you which famous general you are! Mount up! It's time to go to the front! PERSONALITY Which General World War II are
you? 5 minute quiz 5 min trivia do you know all these World War II US Navy slang words? 5 minute quiz 5 min TRIVIA the ultimate World War II military equipment quiz 7 minute quiz 7 min TRIVIA how well do you know the leaders of The First World War? 7 minute quiz 7 min trivia can you
identify the military branch of these war heroes? 6 minute quiz 6 My TRIVIA can you match the US president to the military branch he served in? 6 minute quiz 6 min TRIVIA How much do you know about Canadian wartime: Remembrance Quiz 6 minute quiz 6 my personality which military
nickname do you deserve? 5 minute quiz 5 my personality do you belong in 1776, 1876 or 1976? 5 minute quiz 5 min TRIVIA can you identify these World War II planes from a photo without any hint? 7 Minute Quiz 7 How much do you know about dinosaurs? What is an octane rating? And
how do you use a proper noun? Luckily for you, HowStuffWorks Play is here to help. Our award-winning website offers reliable, easy-to-understand explanations about how the world works. From fun quizzes that bring joy to your day, to compelling photography and fascinating
HowStuffWorks Play offers something for everyone. Sometimes we explain how things work, other we ask you, but we always explore in the name of fun! Because learning is fun, so stick with us! Playing quizzes is free! We send trivia questions and personality tests every week to your
inbox. By clicking Sign Up, you agree to our Privacy Policy and confirm that you are 13 years of age or over. Copyright © 2021 InfoSpace Holdings, LLC, a System1 Company Famous inventors are few and far between. Most people know about famous inventions, but there are only a
handful of well-known inventors. In this section we will examine famous inventors and their wonderful ideas. Advertising Ad Ad Keep up with the latest daily buzz with the BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! When acclaimed pop artist Andy Warhol wrote in a 1968 program for an exhibition of his
work that in the future, everyone will be world famous for 15 minutes, he failed to predict that a select few would be allowed to extend their 15 minutes of undeserved fame to years of media coverage. The perpetual news cycle that characterizes electronic media always needs new material,
which has helped feed America's unhealthy obsession with celebrities, even when these celebrities are mostly known to be featured on tabloid covers rather than doing some of the note. These seven celebrities are only known to be famous - if you can even call their modest level of
celebrity famous. 1. Kim Kardashian Kim Kardashian Leaves the Place of Storeroom for DASH | Timothy A. Clary/AFP/Getty Images More than any other form of media store tabloids themselves, reality shows are particularly guilty of driving unspectacular, often annoying privileged people
to international fame. Kim Kardashian, the big star of E! s popular series Keeping Up with the Kardashians, has used its sensual appearance and general vapidness to remain at the forefront of tabloid news for at least half a decade now. Her first big break came from a leaked sex tape, but
recently she has remained relevant as the wife of rape's most tantrum-prone star Kanye West. Funny enough, she first got attention as a friend and stylist of another talentless celebrity... 2. Paris Hilton Paris Hilton is a daughter of privilege, the great-grandson of the founder of Hilton hotels,
who had the media infamously handed over to her on a silver platter shortly after signing with Donald Trump's modeling agency as a teenager. The buzzed-about socialite gained international fame for starring in both a sex tape and reality series The Simple Life with fellow privileged
celebutante Nicole Richie, a show that found humour in spoiled the couple's inability to perform low-paying jobs. She wrote a best-selling book, starred in a few more increasingly ridiculous reality shows (including Paris Hilton's Dubai BFF), and failed to start an acting career before a very
public fall from grace that gave David Letterman one of his finest moments as host late at night. She still rakes in cash as a celebrity DJ and the face of her own fashion line today. 3. Tila Tequila Thien Thanh Thi Nguyen - better known by the stage name Tila Tequila - manipulated social
media to make himself a celebrity for no apparent reason, except to be attractive. She became the most popular person on Myspace and followed the logical path of talentless celebrities, scoring a reality series on MTV titled A Shot at Love with Tila Tequila in which men and women
competed for her affection. She had success as a model, but was unable to find success as a recording artist. Since her 15 minutes (more like 10 years) of fame flickered out, she has been featured in several sex tapes, gone through several legal battles, confessed to being bipolar and
having multiple personalities, endorsed a large number of conspiracy theories, made anti-Semitic/pro-Nazi claims online, and been pronounced unrehabilitatable by Dr. Drew of Celebrity Rehab. 4. Kevin Federline Guys can be famous for nothing too. Kevin Federline married into fame after
wedding pop singer Britney Spears, with whom he previously worked as a backup dancer, in 2004 after just three months of dating. Their toxic relationship and Federline's manipulation of Spears were preserved in amber in the home video reality series Britney & Kevin: Chaotic. Around the
time of his divorce in 2007, Federline launched a career as a rapper and cornrow enthusiast, releasing the much-despised Playing with Fire. He has just barely managed to stay in the spotlight since (what else?) appears on reality shows, WWE campaigns, and play bit parts in film and TV. 5.
Bristol Palin Alaska Governor Sarah Palin enjoyed a rapid ascent to political notoriety as the ill-informed pick for John McCain's running mate in the 2008 presidential election. Stranger still, her eldest daughter became a celebrity in her own right, not in political circles, but instead in tabloids
for a teen pregnancy during her mother's failed bid for vice president. She appeared on dozens of talk shows as a kind of ambassador for teen pregnancy and prevention. Couple for the course, Palin later wrote a memoir and starred in her own reality series, the one-season docudrama
Bristol Palin: Life's a Tripp, which only seemed to confirm suspicions that Bristol Palin isn't interesting enough to deserve her level of fame. 6. Jenny McCarthy Jenny McCarthy's career in adult entertainment started well enough, but since becoming Playboy's Playmate of the Year in 1993,
McCarthy somehow became a consistent presence on both reality and scripted TELEVISION, and then an outspoken advocate for autism rights and against vaccination. None of her film or TV work has been popular or even – the film she wrote and starred in, Dirty Love, even received the
Golden Raspberry Award for Worst Picture – but it hasn't stopped her from becoming a talk show regularly and entirely by the uncomfortably illogical anti-vax movement. More from Entertainment Cheat Sheet: ThoughtCo uses cookies to give you a great user experience. By using
ThoughtCo, you agree to our use of cookies. Gabe and the history of Self-Cleaning House. Developed the theory of holography while working to improve the dissolution of an electron microscope. One of the greatest scientists in all history Galileo had proved that the planets revolve around
the sun not the Earth as people believed at the time. He also invented a rough thermometer, early telescope, and contributed to the invention of the watch. Demonstrated what we now understand to be the electrical basis of nerve impulses. Got patent for Tagamet - inhibits the production of
stomach acid. Invented the M1 semiautomatic rifle or Garand rifle in 1934. The inventor of the tall explosive rifle ball. The chairman of Microsoft, their main software architect and creator of many early PC applications. Books about Bill Gates Inventor of the Gatling gun The Scottish jeweler
who invented stereotypes in 1725, a process in which a whole page of the type is cast in a single form so that a pressure plate can be made from it. Hans Geiger helped invent the geiger disk. Invented Gerber Variable Scale® and GERBERcutter®. Invented a high pressure steam lamp. His
development of the improved fluorescent lamp and high-pressure mercury-steam lamp allowed for more economical lighting with less heat. Invented erector set - a child's building toy. Father of electricity who first introduced the concept of electricity from the Greek word for amber. Inventor,
author, industrial engineer, industrial psychologist and mother of twelve children. Invented disposable balde safety razor. Developed the first convenient videotape recorder (VTR). Goddard and the story of liquid-powered rockets. The first African-American woman to receive a U.S. patent.
Made improvements in the Indian-rubber fabrics used in tires. Invented Java, a programming language and environment. Invented the laser. Invented electrogasdynamics systems. Invented Liquid paper. Invented Graham Crackers in 1829. Invented livestock handling devices. Invented
Etch-A-Sketch - a child's reusable drawing tool. An improved tapered golf tee was patented in 1899 by George F. Grant. Famous trademarks belonging to the Grateful Dead. Elisha Gray also invented a version of the phone - biographies and patent information. See Also - Elisha Gray
Patents Invented an implantable heart pacemaker. Invented a stall warning device for aircraft. Greene has patented dozens of inventions related to aerospace technology. A dropout from high school, Greenwood earcups at the age of 15 and accumulated over 100 patents in their lifetime.
First envisioned the optical or laser plate in 1958 and patented it in 1969. The ten-year-old famous inventor of wristies®. Invented a walkie talkie radio and a phone caller. Invented water-based fuel. In 1450, Gutenberg made his first printing press. If you can't find what you want, try
searching for invention. Invention.
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